Welcome new DIA students in Spring Semester 2021

Dear DIA students, welcome to our Spring Semester 2021. We are happy to welcome the following new DIA students:

- Matthias Amstutz (supervisor Prof. Patrick Emmenegger)
- Benjamin Kellner (supervisor Prof. James Davis)
- Simon Pistor (supervisor Prof. Patrick Emmenegger)
- Beatrice Petrovich (supervisor Prof. Rolf Schierwin)
- Scherwin Michael Bajka
- Lina Seitzl (supervisor Prof. Patrick Emmenegger)
- Gina Di Maio
- Cecilia Ivardi Ganapini
- Felix Reitz
- Julia Loder
- Michaela Furrer
- Christopher Rutz
- Simon Rüedi
- Monika Huser
- Max Tschudin
- Christopher Bolek
- Mathias Schmid
- Silviya Kishimura
- Lea Theiss
- Beatrice Schmid
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